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The Chopperdome Amsterdam was establis-
hed 8 years ago. 
The shop is specialised in cruiser-, chopper- 
and lowrider bicycles and its main aim is 
to develop and provide custom parts and 
bicycles.

Nowadays, the company’s portfolio 
includes several important brands within 
this niche market and offers more than 
1000 products. Our dedicated team is respon-
sible for meeting the demands of customers 
worldwide. 

The Chopperdome has made an important 
contribution to the cruiser world by 
introducing its own brand: Project 346. 
The first product in this line is the Basman; 
an original Dutch designed stretched cruiser 
that is a combination between a classic 
cruiser and a solid men’s bicycle. 

Tall people no longer have to position 
themselves uncomfortably on their bikes; 
its unique T-seatpost makes the bike fit for 
lengths between 1.70 to 2.00m. The frame 
is furthermore designed for all sorts of 
custom purposes. In order to create a one 
of a kind project, Project 346 also pre-
sents a line of unique parts. 

Project 346 for the love of bicycles and 
design.
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Dutch Design stretched cruiser
Basman 100sl
Gloss Black

47 mm double wall rims
346 cruiser seat with matching grips
346 double down fork
Schwalbe Fat Frank tires
Top line chainguard
T seat post
346 front and rear fender
346 shorty stem

single speed
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Dutch Design stretched cruiser
Basman 100sl
Jeweled white

47 mm double wall rims
346 cruiser seat with matching grips
346 double down fork
Schwalbe Fat Frank tires
Top line chainguard
T seat post
346 front and rear fender
346 shorty stem
single speed
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Dutch Design stretched cruiser
BASMAN 107SL
gloss black

Shimano 7 speed
47 mm double wall rims
346 cruiser seat with matching grips
346 double down fork
Schwalbe Fat Frank tires
Top line chainguard
T seat post
346 front and rear fender
346 shorty stem
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Dutch Design stretched cruiser
BASMAN 107SL
Jeweled white

Shimano 7 speed
47 mm double wall rims
346 cruiser seat with matching grips
346 double down fork
Schwalbe Fat Frank tires
Top line chainguard
T seat post
346 front and rear fender
346 shorty stem
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Dutch Design stretched cruiser
BASMAN 200
Indian red with gold pinstriping

nuvincy hub
47 mm double wall rims
346 cruiser seat with matching grips
346 rigid fork
Schwalbe Fat Frank tires
Top line chainguard
T seat post
346 front and rear fender
346 classic stem

nuvinci hub:

Finally there’s a drivetrain for all ages 
and experience levels! 
The revolutionary, award-winning NuVinci® 
Smooth Cruise CVP™.

It uses spheres instead of gears to give
riders an “infinite” number of speed ratios 
to seamlessly and continuously adjust for 
the smoothest, simplest, most comfortable 
ride ever! With the NuVinci CVP, maintaining 
the perfect cadence is as easy as adjusting 
the volume on a radio.
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Color options 100sl & 107sl:
Mat Rod
mat black with red rims, white grips and 

saddle and chrome 346 handlebar

Kittys white
a white Basman with black components

and 346 handlebar in white

Basman Black-Orange
basman black with metalic orange fenders 

and chrome 346 handlebar

Build-up kits:
BASMAN 100 frame KIT:

contains Basmans unique frame,  346 seat-
post and seat binder, rear hub with off set 
sprocket, BB parts, 1 1/8 threadless headset. 

BASMAN 244 BUILD UP KIT:
contains the 346 extra wide fork and 135 
mm hub to host those  extra wide 
80-100 mm rims

NUVINCI BUILD UP KIT:
contains hub,shifter, cables and freewheel.
see pg. 14 for more on the nuvinci hub
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Basman
Mat Black

Basman
Kitty’s White

Basman
Black/Orange
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346 Bells

346 valve caps
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346 end caps

346 Grips
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346 rims

346 sadlle
brown
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346 sadlle
black

346 sadlle
White
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346 spade pedals
shorty stem & crank

346 spoke adaptation
for 72 or 144spokes
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346 bar, offset sprocket
& 3speed shifter

346 wide fork & front hub
346 offset fork
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History Project 346 Basman:
 

Project 346 is a combination of projects 

created by Europe’s first custom cruiser shop 

The Chopperdome, and a collaboration with 

friends. 

The Basman prototype series was designed by 

Basman33 himself at the Basman playgrounds 

November 2004. The bicycle made it into the 

finals of the Cruiser of the Year Election 

(COTY) December 2004 and won the highly 

esteemed CC class title in custom building. 

This first series of seven Basman33 frames 

became known as the “lucky seven”. 

During spring 2005, Basman33 and The Chopper-

dome started talking about producing this 

frame at an affordable price, with the looks 

of a classic Dutch bike. 

 

Project 346 was born and soon spread the 

cruiser virus across Europe. At the Dutch show 

Bikemotion 2005, the Basman was shown to a 

large public for the first time and was well 

received.

At the COTY 2005, the Basman was again 

rewarded with a price, this time in the TT 

class. The production was started and the 

first Project 346 Basman bikes hit the streets 

in Spring 2006. The unique Basman frame and 

build up kits have made this bike the most cus-

tomized cruiser bike in Europe in recent years. 
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www.project346.com

The Chopperdome Amsterdam
Admiraal de Ruyterweg 346

1055 NA Amsterdam

info@thechopperdome.nl
Tel:  +31 (0)20 774 3396
Mob:  +31 (0)6 4214 3877

Distribution
 

www.fickser.nl
Fickser Im & Export

Admiraal de Ruyterweg 329
1055 LZ Amsterdam

info@fickser.nl
Tel:  +31 (0)20 486 4517
Fax:  +31 (0)20 486 4518
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